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Selecting and Classifying Land Uses: Create a map that shows the 6 di�erent major
categories of land uses (agricultural, mineral, commercial, residential,
exempt).  These land use codes are in the Parcels data (the class column).
Select one of the categories, and create a second map showing all the
sub-classifications in that category. Refer to the Delaware County Land Use
Codes (below) for category and subcategory information. Symbolize each
category with an appropriate color. Add appropriate additional data (such as
road centerlines) for reference and make your map look decent.  (approx. 1
page description + 2 maps)
—-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The concept of selecting and classifying land uses seems very straightforward

but there is actually a lot of detail that goes unseen into creating a map of this variety.

This map was rather difficult to make at first because of the values associated with the

CLASS field were not appropriately put into the dataset and this was rather telling from

the fact the field was described as a text field rather than a numeric field. This exercise

caused me a bit of trouble at first because of the 0-99 unknown land use class

according to the Delaware County Land Use Codes. This was tough to visualize

because selecting the 0-99 class in the map showed the borders of roads and other

land uses in the county of Delaware. My first step was to create a new field called

Land_class that contained the data of the CLASS field but was shown as a numeric

rather than a text field to show the different Land Uses in Delaware. The Land_class

field was created by calculating the CLASS field into the field and included all of the

areas labeled S or left blank. The purpose in this was to show the unknown land in the

county of Delaware.



The first image you see below shows the entirety of Delaware County and its

land uses classified. This was done using a symbology of graduated colors that were

broken down into natural breaks to manipulate and create a different color for each

class depending on the land use codes and the Land_class field populating them. The

second figure you see below is the sub-classification of the Industrial areas of the

county of Delaware. This was done by creating a new field and then populating it with

the CLASS field again. Then I created a definition query that only pulled out the values

of the CLASS field that were equal to 300 and less than or equal to 399. These

industrial land codes referred to different types of industrial land uses. From here I used

the graduated color scheme again the symbology tab to create the different classes

based on the land use codes and each class represents its land use code according to

the Delaware County Land Use Codes. After all this was done I added road centerlines

for each to make the map look decent, although I will say I will add another image to get

a closer look at the classification used for the different types of land areas in the county

of Delaware.





-
- This image shows the different types of land classified based on the land use.

-



- This figure shows a closer look at the classification used for the first part of the exercise
(the city of Delaware focused in the middle).

-
- This figure shows the indstruial land use in Delaware subclassification

2. Making New Shape Files from Existing Shape Files: Choose two Delaware
data shapefiles, select a relevant subset of the data on those shapefiles, and
create new shapefiles of the subset of data.
—------------------------------------------------------------

The two Delaware shapefiles I chose were the parcel shapefile and hydrology

shapefile, and I also had to download the township shapefile for my analysis. My first

step was to create a new shapefile that contained only the residential land from the

existing parcel shapefile. This was done by creating a new field within the parcel

shapefile titled resident and create a definition query that makes this field only include

residential land parcels. Then use this new shapefile and create another field that

contains the residential areas in the Delaware township. The real purpose in this



exercise is to see which residential areas in the Delaware township are threatened by

future floods in their proximity to the water sources/locations notated in the hydrology

layer. The next step to achieve this purpose of the exercise was to select only those

water sources in the Delaware township from the hydrology shapefile and to make this a

new shapefile.

This map can be very useful in determining future development for residential

areas in the Delaware township. This map can also help local officials determine who is

in the most danger if a flood were to occur in Delaware township. Since this map shows

all the residential land use parcels in the Delaware area/township it can also be used to

help developers plan where the next subdivisions may go or just any residential building

in general.

-

- This figure shows the new shapefiles of the residential land use areas in the county of

Delaware (in red) and the township of Delaware which is represented in a faint blue.



The reason for this is so you can see the residential areas inside of the Delaware

township. Those areas in the township closest to the Olentangy River (royal blue color

in Hydrology shapefile) are at the highest risk if a flood were to occur in the township of

Delaware. Street centerlines were added to show where these residential areas are in

terms of road proximity.


